Additional Mathematical Characters (Draft 10) - ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2 N2356
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Status: Working Group document
Source: Math Ad-hoc at WG2/40
Replaces: N2336
Related: N2344, N2355

The following draft charts represent the results of the Math Ad-hoc meeting in N2344. It also reflects some additions from the general review of PDAM comments in N2355.

Changes from N2336

Moved WHITE DIAMOND WITH CENTERED CIRCLE to 27D0
Moved RIGHT ARROW WITH SMALL CIRCLE to 21A4
Added LOWER RIGHT TRIANGLE at 25FF
Removed squared circle for future study
Removed geometric shapes for future study
Coalesced remaining characters and:
• Allocated Arrows from 27F0 to 27FF
• Allocated Additional Symbols from 27D0 to 27E5